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Ordinance No. 01/01 “For the application of measures toward economic activities 
regarding the emergency for the public health, (“Ordinance No.01/01”), dated 
17/03/2020.

The Ministry of Economy, Employment, Trade, Entrepreneurship and Strategic Investment 
(“Ministry”), with purpose of implementing the decision rendered by the Government of 
Kosovo, in relation to prevention of Corona Virus COVID – 19, has issued Ordinance No. 
01/01, which orders implementation of certain measures towards economic operators and 
economic activities due to the emergency of public health.

Ministry has ordered economic operators to implement following conditions:
 To implement the Government of Kosovo Decision No. 01/09 “On additional
 measures following confirmation of positive cases with Corona Virus 
 COVID – 19” dated 13 March 2020 and Decision No. 01/11/ “For 
 Proclamation of Emergency of Public Health”, dated 15 March 2020.

 Economic operators must undertake preventive hygienic measures, as 
 following:
 To disinfect and ventilate regularly business and working premises;
 To ensure the use of protective gear for the employees, in accordance with
 instructions of the Ministry of Health;
 To ensure that people within a shop premise stay with distance with 1 meter  
 from each other;
 To ensure that the shop premises are not full with costumers as long as the
 consumers inside the premises may take at least 1 meter distance;
 To ensure that costumers may stay at sequence or may stay outside the 
 business premises until the turn of costumer comes.
 To insure that within the premises there are only employees and customers;
 The electronic channels should be used as much as it is possible, including  
 here the selling of merchandise or offering services;
 To insure that the work is being organized in shifts, in order to minimize the  
 number of employees present in work premises (as much as it is possible);

 Closure of restaurants, coffee shops, bars and pubs, shopping malls (excluding
 agricultural pharmacies, groceries within shopping malls) animal markets and
 automotive markets. Shopping malls and closed market and similar premises  
 are considered as shopping malls.
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 Operators with activity of sales of services and goods may continue their 
 acitivity, however they cannot offer services with business or working premises.  
 This operators are defined as following:
 Bakeries, burger shops, sweet and milk shops, food courts and other food
 providers that serve foods within business premises; and
 Carwashes, gas stations, that sale goods and services and coffee shops
 and restaurants that serve within business premises.

 It is prohibited to consume drinks and food within food courts. However, the  
 food and drinks may be served to workers outside the food courts.
 
 The activity and operations of gastronomy (restaurants and buffets) in hotels is
 prohibited. The food may be served to guests in their rooms. The hotels are
 obliged to take exact data for their guest including their country of origin. The
 hotels are obliged to undertake all measures and guides of the Ministry of  
 Health.

 Special operators that conduct communal, financial, electronic and postal  
 services may offer at stage of necessary services with reduced timetable and  
 reduced staff.

 This ordinance will remain in force until abrogation of state of emergency  
 through the Decision of the Government of Kosovo.

This document is delivered for informative purposes only. It does not constitute legal/tax 
counsel and/or commitments of any nature. For any further clarification please contact: 
tax_legal-alko@deloittece.com
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